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Understanding the atomic-scale structure of surfaces and interfaces is essential to control the functional
properties of many materials and devices. Recent advances in aberration-corrected scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) have made possible the direct characterization of localized
atomic structure in ceramic materials, especially grain boundaries and heterointerfaces. In STEM, a
finely focused electron probe is scanned across the specimen and the transmitted and/or scattered
electrons from a localized volume of the material are detected by the post-specimen detector(s) as a
function of raster position. By controlling the detector geometry, we gain flexibility in determining the
contrast characteristics of the STEM images and the formation mechanisms involved. Thus, it may be
possible to obtain further useful information by exploring new detector geometries in atomic-resolution
STEM. Recently, we have proposed new imaging possibilities by controlling detector geometries [1-5]:
annular bright-field (ABF) imaging and atomic-resolution differential phase contrast (DPC) imaging.
ABF-STEM imaging enables us to directly image light element atomic columns at interfaces of
ceramics materials. DPC-STEM imaging can be used to detect local electric fields, even at atomic
dimensions.
In this presentation, we review our recent research on the development of atomic-resolution STEM
imaging techniques and their application to polar interface characterization. Figure 1 shows a lowmagnification DPC STEM image of 90 degree domain structure in a ferroelectric BaTiO3 crystal [4].
We can clearly see contrast differences between the domains, which reflect the difference in the electric
field directions and thus the polarization directions shown by the red arrows. The observed electric
fields are a consequence of the imperfect screening of depolarization fields inside each ferroelectric
domain, and thus contain important information about the material structure and properties. Figure 2
shows the DPC STEM image of a 180 degree domain wall in ferroelectric LiTaO3 [6]. It is clear that the
DPC image obtained parallel to the polarization axis in (a) shows contrast changes between the upper
and lower domains, while the DPC image obtained perpendicular to the polarization axis in (b) shows
almost no contrast. These contrast changes sensitively reflect the electric field distribution inside
domains in ferroelectric LiTaO3 and clearly shows that this wall is of head-to-head type. We will also
consider the detailed electric field distribution across the domain wall. Finally, we will discuss how the
DPC STEM imaging techniques can help us further understand the structure and functionality of polar
oxide interfaces.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration showing the
relationship between the crystallographic
orientation of BaTiO3 and the four detector
segments. (b)(c) DPC STEM images of 90
degree domain structure.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic illustration showing the
relationship between the crystallographic
orientation of LiTaO3 and the four detector
segments. (b)(c) DPC STEM images of a 180
degree domain wall.
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